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ñBut though we, or an angel from heaven, 
preach any other gospel unto you than that 

which we have preached unto you, let him be 
accursed.ò --- St. Paul to the Galatians 1:8  

 
If you want a teacup article I canôt deliver it.  

There is much ground to cover.   Sacrifice the 
time to read this, you will be rewarded.   Say 

hello to the New Dark Ages revival of the 
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bone shattering, marrow bursting Inquisition 

and the flesh incinerating  witch hunts with 
Illuminati President Kamala Harris, an 

Elizabeth Bathory type succubus harridan 
triple sixer on the Big Pharma mercenary hit 

squad!   How many Americans will die in the 
next four years due to Harris death squads?   

How many liquidations of critics?  
 

 
 
Welcome to another episode about the 

Personality Popularity Profile Prestige Parade, 
where facts and truth get trashed like 

valueless chewing gum wrappers in favor of 
perceptions of l imelight aura acclaim --- where 

big well -known names of people and 
organizations can issue declarations that we 

are expected to blindly accept as decisively 
overruling history.   University faculties 

worldwide have economists lying worse than 



staggering sot s ailors to their students.   

Should not the PM community have better 
standards than that?   Why do personalities 

and organizations say these easily 
disprovable things, these lurid forgeries of 

fact?   Two reasons immediately present 
themselves 1) in some way e rroneous 

statements may enhance a campaign to 
market merchandise for purchase and 2) 

much worse, the aspect of ñcontrolled 
opposition.ò  There are also those weakly 

principled souls who, after seeing evidence 
negating their defective statements, will not 

issue any retraction, as that would reduce 
their aura of prestige which they radiate while 

gloating about it and monopolizing the stage 

of attention while dispensing hoaxical sham 
views and being blown sugary kisses by 

simpering promotional interviewers who  are 
allergic to integrity.   We are about to become 

more specific.   A note before doing so; this is 
not about Iôm right and someone better 

known is wrong.   Itôs strictly about what 
demonstrably happened versus what 

demonstrably did NOT happen --- that is all .   
For those who will believe that President 



Kennedy died on a lake, killed by a furious 

waterspout if people with aura of hero cult 
status say so --- I cannot open your eyes.   

ñHey, so-and -so was at the mining conference 
and you werenôt!ò  They had criminal  felon 

LORD Conrad Black, Pilgrims Society member, 
at a mining conference and he raved that 

financial power should not shift into the hands 
of gold mining investors!   Black was literally 

spitting in the faces of the longs and the hard 
money people and STIL L Cambridge House 

had Black there --- because regardless that 
heôs lower than a Western diamondback 

rattlesnake, he was a big shot --- and thatôs all 
that matters to these ñprestigeò ha-ha types!   

See ñTermite Invited to Address Precious 

Metals Conferenceò 38 pages documented, 
released in February 2020 

http://nosilvernationalization.org/237.pdf   
Reading further then will only aggravate you 

to see flagrant hoaxes denounced.    
 

http://nosilvernationalization.org/237.pdf


 
 

Not to digress far, but by now you should 

painfully realize that when the wealthy control 
freaks bribing elected and appointed officials 

play the ñvirus emergency card,ò our God 
given rights are in extreme danger of being 

wiped out.   Next could easily come the 
ñmonetary and military emergencyò card, by 

which a ñmandateò will be belched out to 
surrender your gold for monetary emergency 

and your silver for military industrial 
emergency.   Emergency, a word with validity 

when the context isnôt twisted, has become a 
very frightening word so heavy with m edieval 

tyranny overtones. Forced vaccines, forced 
gun confiscation and forced precious metals 

forfeiture --- regardless that it be euphemized 

as nationalization --- these threats place us all 
in the same situation the colonists found 



themselves in the 1770s.   Iôve heard that 

Second Amendment people look on forcible 
vaccination as a proposal of criminal assault 

against them.   Elected officials and less so 
appointed officials are very unresponsive to 

the public will, due to the fact that these 
officials are bein g BRIBED in one form or 

another!   The self - temptation to impose fines 
for no masks is itself a form of bribery.   

ñLook, hereôs a way to collect tax revenue by 
fines!ò  Are you able to outbid Big Pharma 

and Big Banks in offering money to state 
legislatures and the national Congress?   They 

pulled strings to limit any public access to the 
Texas Legislature so Pharma lobbyists could 

swarm in and offer bribes to returning and 

new lawmakers without irritating citizen 
oversight.  

 
What follows is a complaint agains t big name 

personalities and high -profile organizations 
who are sending out outrageously fake 

information on silver and the Great 
Depression.   I get the feeling they arenôt 

quick to admit silver is the only possible 
subsidiary money metal to gold and that 



many realities make silver the better choice 

for payments, notably greater fractionality.   
Gold beats silver for major buys, 

transportation and concealment, but then, in 
some cases, diamonds could top gold (for 

professionals only!)   There were scams in the  
1980s in which con men acquired lots of land 

by bartering far overvalued colored stones for 
land titles.   Only PM is liquid and fungible.  

 

 



 

I want to document for you what United 
States Senators standing for sound 

Constitutional money said about silver money 
and the Great Depression.   We are still having 

smelly garbage jive  stuffed into our ears by 
people who are questionable or unlearned 

insisting the government never took silver, 
and by others who flagrantly insist the 

Depression had to do with things besides 
silver suppression.   Iôm wondering if someone 

of ñprestigeò in Alabama has been getting 
bribes along the way --- and I can wonder 

about anything, same as I can question 
anything.   Read on about flaky types in 

Alabama who should relocate to New York or 

Connecticut and be guest speakers at the 
Economic Club of New York, a very anti -silver 

entity.  

 

This is a similar presentation to earlier 

researches explaining outstandingly bad 

errors of fact made in statements by ñbig 

shotsò about silver which should not go 

unopposed.   See No Silver Nationalization 



archives for free access (no Greg Hunter type 

money grubbing ñPay Wallò) item released in 

June 2017 ---  ñI Canôt Believe Iôm Seeing This 

Error Againò 

http://nosilve rnationalization.org/192 -517.pdf  

28 pages and an earlier item ñCorrecting 

Antal Feketeôs Historical Silver Errorsò 

February 2013, 32 pages 

http://nosilvernationalization.org/114.pdf  

The item on Fek ete appeared at 321 Gold run 

by Bob Moriarty, a man who shows zero 

realization that the British have always been 

leaders of suppressing silver as money.   See 

for ex the 324,000 word series ñBritain 

Against Silverò released in August 2007 at 

www.nosilvernationalization.org  and access is 

no charge.  

Fekete passed on in October 2020.   My 

perspective is he had some bad connections 

which are likely responsible for his extreme 

minimization of the role of silve r in Chinaôs 

monetary history --- someone (Paul Volcker, 

Pilgrims Society) wanted help covering it up, 

because thatôs more probable than that he 

http://nosilvernationalization.org/192-517.pdf
http://nosilvernationalization.org/114.pdf
http://www.nosilvernationalization.org/


could have been so bejesus ignorant 

https://scholarium.at/obituary - for -antal -

fekete -by - rahim - taghizadegan/   

 

 

NOPE!  I am not a member of the ñprestigeò 

faction!   When I write something, it can only 

appear at 24 Hour Gold or Silver Doctors with 

someone elseôs name as lead in, giving the 

impres sion that someone else wrote it!   Only 

after the web surfer clicked the link did these 

sites allow my name, as original author, to be 

seen.   So itôs like I wrote it, but a ñprestigeò 

type should get credit for writing it.   In this 

case, the same ñprestigeò guy who in linkage 

with Mike Maloney, expressed in September 

2012 that silver would never trade below $30 

again.   How many of you bought on the 

https://scholarium.at/obituary-for-antal-fekete-by-rahim-taghizadegan/
https://scholarium.at/obituary-for-antal-fekete-by-rahim-taghizadegan/


advice of these ñprestigeò characters?  How 

are your feelings about their ñprestigeò since 

then?   I have never represented myself as 

being on the ñinsideò as to knowing when 

silver might ñBOOMò but I sure know better 

than anyone else out there who these insiders 

are.   These insiders mentione d me in a 

January 2012 meeting in London, the 24 hour 

ñcentreò of international banking time.  

Anyone else present The Pilgrims Society to 

you?   No?  Ted?  GATA?  Ed Steer?   Eric 

Sprott and his sidekick Hemke?   24 Hour 

Gold?   Peter Spina?   Self -admitted ja ckass 

Jim Willie?   Greg Hunter?   Greg used to work 

for one of their media interests!  

 

http://www.pilgrimsociety.org/speeches/worcesterSpeech.pdf


On their start page, 24 Hour Gold, who I 

found it impossible to contact, presented my 

research as if David Morgan had written it.   

He is a big shot and I am not!   Itôs OK to 

hijack credit for my unique work, done as a 

free public service, and  assign the credit to 

one of these insufferable conference, 

interview and subscription newsletter snobs!   

One of his subscribers uses the pen name 

ñThe Mansion,ò what a laugh.  I did my own 

research as can anyone else, and I was a 

private placement partici pant in 2001 with 

Silver Standard Resources --- just by getting 

acquainted with their investor relations 

department!   Looking at paid newsletter 

subscription sellers like theyôre Jesus Christ 

and you canôt get to gold and silver heaven 

without flicking money  to them?   Itôs costing 

you assets.   Iôll give my free opinion to 

anyone if asked on metals and mining shares, 

other than timing questions and accept no 

responsibility for outcomes --- same as the 

subscription sellers.  

The Mises Institute with its so -called Austrian 

economics doctrines has many thousands of 



followers and as of December 9, 2020, has 

232,146 Facebook followers.   My Facebook 

page has fewer than ten followers last I 

looked.   That contrast in following on Fake 

Book has no bearing on rendering any false 

doctrines represented to be correct.   And yes, 

Mises Institute does represent a false 

doctrine --- the apparently willful and 

intentional minimization of the impact of 

silver suppression on monetary history.   

French moralist Jean de la Bruyere (1645 -

16 96) remarked ---  

ñThe exact contrary of that which is 

generally believed is often the truth.ò 

This ñAustrianò thing has progressed to 

becoming a sacrosanct cult buzzword.   If we 

believe in sound money, we must ascribe 

credit for sound money to Austrian 

econ omics --- it has a stranglehold cartel 

monopoly to get 100% of the credit.   If you 

never heard of Austrian economics before, 

but you believe precious metal is suitable as 

money, you have to give credit to Austrian 

economics.   NO WAY!   Good economic ideas 



are  not monopolized by any country --- witness 

the Mexican Hugh Salinas -Price.   Austria has 

its own greatness in the Alps, its culture and 

cuisine, but Iôve come to wince when I notice 

someone saying ñAustrian economics,ò 

because of a not so faint taint Iôve 

encountered (read on) and this taint runs as 

deep as a festering colostomy bag.   I recently 

traded my Austrian Philharmonic silver rounds 

for some four -niner Maple Leafs.   Stop 

pretending or suggesting that sound 

economics originates in any one nation ---

STOP!  Andrew Jackson was Irish and he 

knew about gold AND silver!    Sam Houston, 

Jacksonôs greatest military recruit, received 

his first enlistment pay in silver!   Mises easily 

gets coverage on precious metals and alt 

media sites; I rarely do; hence the Fake Book 

followers difference.   From appearances, 

Mises regards gold as the sole precious 

monetary metal insofar as the sheer 

bankrupt paucity of its remarks on silver  

are concerned.  

A monometallic Gold Standard concept has 

caused unmitigated hell on earth fo r hordes of 



people in China, India, America, England and 

Europe made victims by the ñgold onlyò 

faction.   They suffered poverty, desperation, 

loss of land and death.   The three biggest 

attacks against silver made by those hollering 

ñgold onlyò are 1) The Crime of 1873, 

restricting the use of silver to payments of 

five dollars and under (dispossessed silver 

holders of probably over one million square 

miles of land in America only) and caused 

millions to die of starvation in China and India 

due to failure of export markets and 2) The 

Great Depression, in which Great Britain 

acted with biting satanic malice to devalue 

the money of India, China and the entire Far 

East (Mises is unbelievably screwed up on the 

Great Depression --- no one can be that fouled 

up withou t being controlled opposition --- I 

have not condemned them --- their defective 

statements and lack of accurate statements 

have done so) and 3) The total removal of our 

silver money via the perverse 1965 Coinage 

Act, lobbied for by both Wall Street and silver 

users.  



Following is a typical propaganda blurb put 

out by the SPURIOUS  Mises Institute!   

(Misers about silverôs role!) ---  

https://mises.org/wire/drop -money -supply -

was -not -cause -great -depression   

Above is by Frank Shostak of the Mises 

Institute.   Heôs a favorite at Seeking Alpha, 

Gold Eagle and 24 -Hour Gold.   Heôs on the 

advisory board  to Incrementum based in 

Liechtenstein.     Another Incrementum 

advisor is James G. Rickards who smells like 

fish, recently predicting a gold silver ratio of 1 

to 150, absurd.   Shostak was once with 

Jardine Flem ing Futures Australia.   Jardine is 

a name highly linked to The Pilgrims Society 

of Great Britain in London (and the historic 

opium trade) who, with its twin The Pilgrims 

Society of the United States in New York, is 

responsible, with their ancestors, for th e 

world being off precious metals as money ---

Mises and Gold Anti -Trust Action Committee 

appear to be intentionally blacking out the 

apex role this nightmare Shadow Organization 

of planetary financiers has played in harming 

https://mises.org/wire/drop-money-supply-was-not-cause-great-depression
https://mises.org/wire/drop-money-supply-was-not-cause-great-depression
https://www.incrementum.li/en/journal/dr-frank-shostak-advisory-boards/


billions --- hereôs Halloween Shostakôs 

monetary bilge ---  

 

 



SILVER IS NOT MENTIONED AT ALL IN 

THESE ñOFFERINGSò BY THE MISES 

INSTITUTE, PERIOD.  

Franklin Sanders for one is a better 

source than Mises Institute.  

 

The Fed caused the market Crash of October 

1929 which exacerbated the De pression, but 

the British Empire caused the Depression 

itself by slamming silver money by collecting 

umpteen silver rupees across British India 

and dumping bullion onto world markets 

especially Shanghai and causing a major price 



collapse.   Mises Institute would rather ride an 

electrified razor blade into a pool of blazing 

napalm before being honest and 

disseminating this bedrock fact.   It does 

appear Rockefeller type influence has 

surreptitiously persisted at Mises Institute to 

this moment and they are very  furtive about 

it --- their minimization of silver and the 

Depression tells much about them, all bad.   

They are like druggies who enjoy their habit, 

and they are no different than establishment 

historians in exerting fanatically to 

intentionally and conspira torially shaft silver 

money exchange medium by micro -

minimizing its importance.   Sure!   Youôd 

rather use a tenth of an ounce gold coin, or a 

.4823 Mexican gold piece, to buy bacon and 

eggs, when instead you could do it with one 

silver dime!   Makes sense if  you follow Mises, 

so excessively gold centric are they.   But so 

many gold only investors have one ounce 

gold coins only and suffer from lack of 

divisibility.   Crying time will arrive for them 

while silver only investors will gloat like 

gladiators over a d isemboweled adversary, as 



they can so much more economically use 

fractionalized silver coins for 

purchases/barter, and when the metals ratio 

normalizes, those who were silver only 

investors can trade as much silver for gold as 

they feel like, and end up ha ving much more 

gold later, than they could have had if theyôd 

been with the dense ñgold onlyò crowd all 

along.   We actually have no gold prejudice, 

but prefer the better investment selection at 

the moment.  

As of January 2011 I have had a free access 

resear ch called ñThe Silver Stealersò at 

www.silverstealers.net  which is an account of 

members of this Pilgrims Society acting first 

to kill silver as money by capping and 

reducing its purchasing power and secondly 

to finally remove gold from the money 

system.   They responded in June 2011 with 

www.pilgrimsociety.org  Gold was removed 

from Americans as of March 1933 by 

Rooseveltôs executive order 6102 and it was 

removed from  foreign dollar holders by 

Richard Nixon in August 1971.   The 

chronology is overlapping and yes, we did 

http://www.silverstealers.net/
http://www.pilgrimsociety.org/


have silver in circulation for over 30 years 

beyond the time gold was removed.   For 

those who want the Full Meal Deal, click on 

http://silverstealers.net/tss.html  and be 

prepared for a multi -hour presentation; or 

read it over a period of several days.   

Skimming over will not provide the best 

picture.   Note that the Greg Hunters of this 

world purple passio n despise me because I 

make the research free to all, and therefore 

his kind have no way to extract money from 

interview viewers by hosting anyone like 

myself.   For those with less time, I offer 

several very telling excerpts from The Silver 

Stealers to cle ar up this murky and hazy 

blurred confusion injected, apparently by 

malevolent design, by The Mises Institute into 

the thinking of those poor souls whoôve been 

innocently misguided by their Flim -Flam Man 

fake phony counterfeit bogus hokey prestige.  

http://silverstealers.net/tss.html


 

I ask the reader to not decide who is right 

based on how many followers Mises Institute 

can boast of, compared to that of my own.   

However; I will be quoting major sources and 

major hi storic figures from the appropriate 

time period in which the Great Depression 

years transpired, and I ask the reader to 

contrast the totality of THEIR perceived 

prestige to that of this woefully disappointing 

Mises Institute!   Before listing reference 



quot ations, it must be noted that the media 

and bastardized financial historians sponsored 

by Pilgrims Society sources have been raving 

for generations how the Stock Market Crash 

of October 1929 was the cause of the Great 

Depression!   No way!   A depression is defined 

as high unemployment.   The Crash was about 

Pilgrims Society industries and Pilgrims 

Society corporations ñrecovering their 

payrolls,ò it sheared the sheep of their 

savings, which had been promoted by 

Pilgrims Society newspapers to be held in 

corpor ate shares.   So huge savings were lost 

due to the Crash --- but people still had jobs!   

What the British did out of British India ---

attacking the trade value of silver --- is the 

95% cause of the Great Depression (large 

scale unemployment).   Pilgrims Society 

members like Paul Warburg, Alvin W. Krech of 

Equitable Trust Company, Albert Henry 

Wiggin of Chase National Bank, Andrew 

Mellon of the Treasury Department, George 

Leslie Harrison of the Federal Reserve Bank of 

New York and Floyd Bostwick Odlum of Atlas 

Corp oration holding company put people out 



of jobs who had recently lost most of their 

savings!  

Undoubtedly Pilgrims Society members went 

short just before the Crash, and went short 

again as the share prices of export industries 

slumped.   It was reported that Albert H. 

Wiggin, chairman of Chase National Bank, 

was short the bankôs stock in time to profit 

from price transition lower.   Wiggin was a 

Pilgrims Society member on the boards of 

over 60 corporations as diverse as Montana 

Power Plant Corporation, Newmont Gold 

Mining, Williamsburg Power Plant Corporation 

and Mack Trucks.   Equitable Trust and Chase 

merged.  

 

In those years before the Depression, we 

actually did have large export industries to 

India, China and the entire Far East, 

Indonesia and the Philippines .  When the 

British acted to reduce the price of silver from 

$1.19 per ounce at the close of World War 

One, all the way down to 24.5 cents the 

ounce in February 1931, those nations could 



not purchase our exports --- and so 

consequently --- millions of workers were 

idled!   Mises makes absolutely no mention of 

the bedrock facts you are about to review!   

Ask Mises Institute why --- what the HELL is 

their PROBLEM?   Their ñMajor Malfunctionò as 

per the movie ñFull Metal Jacket?ò  Are they 

getting money out of view fro m Crown loyalist 

Episcopalians, Pilgrims Society members in 

Greenwich Connecticut or Tuxedo Park, New 

York or Jupiter Island at Hobe Sound Florida?   

Type colors alternate to provide more 

distinction between quotations as follows 

below, with ñcoin breaksò added for additional 

clarity separating quotations.  

Steven  Berger is or was a Mises Institute 

trustee and was with Lehman Brothers, 

Pilgrims Society investment bank, for sixteen 

years.   Lehman in its time raised great sums 

for Silver Users Association industrial 

concerns.  

 

WHAT CAUSED THE GREAT DEPRESSION?  

http://www.unkochmycampus.org/los-appendix-part-3-mises-board-of-directors


YOUôLL NEVER KNOW READING MISES 

INSTITUTE!  
MISES INSTITUTE IS CONTROLLED 

OPPOSITION!  
 

 
 

 
 

 
 



Yeah, the Rockefeller Foundation does 

not ñcontrol the Mises Institute,ò itôs just 
that the Rockefellers and their types 

were leaders of the war against silver, 
and Mises Institute covers up that the 

British attack against silver caused the 
Great Depression, same as establishment 

historians and publishers cover it up!   
PHOOE Y on the skunk Mises Institute, 

period!   Read on!   Ask yourself why 
Mises blacks out what the British did to 

SILVER!   The previous image scan links 
to a statement by Tom Woods of Mises 

Institute.   He has degrees from 
establishment universities Harvard and 

Columbia.   Yes, you could be an alumnus 

of such universities and be an OK guy, 
nevertheless, they are anti - silver and 

have anti - silver historians and silver 
antagonistic economists on their 

faculties, and look how Mises Institute 
minimizes silver and inten tionally fails to 

post the major facts of silver and the 
Depression!   I say --- not a coincidence!  

ñTHE ENTIRE BUSINESS MACHINERY OF 
CHINA IS IN CHAOS.ò 



ðChina Weekly Review, January 11, 

1930, page 200  

 

ñTHE BASIS OF THE PRESENT CRISIS IS A 

TOTAL LACK OF THE USE OF SILVER FOR 
MONEY PURPOSES.ò  

--- Walter Palmer, American mine operator in 
Mexico, Commercial & Financial Chronicle, 

January 11, 1930, page 214   Note that 
Palmer said nothing about ñloose monetary 

policyò on the part of the FED!  The British 
assassinated the silver money of the entire 

Far East --- that is what killed world trade, 
threw millions out of work and caused 

the Depression --- NOT something the 
Federal Reserve was doing in 1920 to 

1924!  



Federal Reserve actions well into 1929 caused 

the October 1929 Crash.   It wasnôt something 
that ceased befo re 1925.  

The report of the Royal Commission on Indian 
Currency and Finance in 1926 was submitted 

to Lord Irwin, then British Viceroy of India 
and leader of the British thieves over India, 

who proceeded to oversee the melting and 
dumping of Indian silver ru pees on the world 

market by the hundreds of millions of ounces, 
crashing the silver price to an all - time 

historical low of 24.5 cents per ounce in 
February 1931, triggering the Great 

Depression by wiping out the majority of the 
buying power of India and th e Far East and 

China, to whom American industry could no 

longer export goods, throwing millions of 
workers out of jobs and into the freezing cold 

in wintertime, forcing Mexican silver mine 
workers to choose banditry as the only 

alternative to starvation af ter their 
government couldnôt send in enough cheap 

corn they could subsist on, inciting the 
murder of American silver mine owners by 

laid off workers (New York Times, June 3, 
1930, page 32)  AND CAUSING 



INTENTIONAL SEVERE DAMAGE TO 

SILVER HOLDERS AND MINERS  ALL OVER 
THE WORLD ---  

 

"SILVER MINERS THROUGHOUT THE 
WORLD ARE BADLY HI T"  

--- China Weekly Review, January 17, 1931, 
page 244.  

Lord Irwin later acquired the title  

The Earl of Halifax ---  



 

ñThe most powerful international society on 
earth, the ñPilgrims,ò is so wrapped in silence 

that few Americans know even of its 
existence since 1903.ò 

--- E.C. Knuth, ñThe Empire of The City: World Superstateò 
(Milwaukee, 1946), page 9.  

 



Lord Irwin (above), Grand Commander of the 

Star of India, became The Earl of Halifax and 
was president of The Pilgrims of Great Britain, 

1950 -1958. His grandfather was British 
Secretary of State for India and an opium for 

silver trade booster; his family looted India 
and China for generations, and facilitated 

their looting for their blue -blooded cronies 
who boasted of accolades, titles and 

credentials like gushing fire hydrants. The 
first Earl of Halifax, 1661 -1715, became Lord 

of the Treasury in 1692 and according to 
Wikipedia "the  national debt originated from 

his proposal;" he introduced the bill creating 
the Bank of England in 1694 and became 

Chancellor of the Exchequer. Sir Basil 

Blackett, Pilgrims of Great Britain, authored 
"Planned Money" (1932) and was a director of 

De Beers Consolidated Diamond Mines and 
the Bank of England. He was a member of the 

Anglo -French Financial Commission and 
earlier on the Royal Commission on Indian 

Finance and Currency, 1913 -1914, which 
paved the way for the sabotage against silver 

done by the succ essor commission in 1925 -
1926.   Also on the commission was Pilgrims 



Society member Sir Henry Strakosh, of Union 

Corporation of South Africa, a gold miner.   
Naturally a gold interest if a chance to urinate 

on silver as money came, would jump all over 
it, to  enhance his wealth, same as in the 

Crime of 1873 when San Francisco based gold 
mining kingpins Collis P. Huntington, James 

B. Haggin and his brother in law Lloyd Tevis 
and Darius Ogden Mills and their New York 

and London associates foreclosed on the 
heavi ly victimized American public in the 

wake of the Civil War cataclysm!   Image of 
the reportôs cover page delivered to the 

Viceroy of British India in 1926 ---  



 



 

ñSILVER HAS REACHED THE LOWEST 
POINT IN HISTORY WITH THE RESULT 

THAT THOUSANDS OF CHINESE AND 
FOREIGN CONCERNS WERE RUINED .ò  

(export trade with employees who were then 
idled!)    

--- China Weekly Review, January 25, 1930, 
page 271  

 

Very outrageously, Mises Institute sees no 

basis to mention the British attack against 
silver being the great cause of the 

Depression!   Mises Institute a rotten apple 
and a risky ñplantò in the PM community.  I 

expect loud angry noises from Mises and its 
horde of apologists, I intend no reply --- this 

presentation says enough about them.   Like 

Nick Barkley said to Captain Risley in ñThe 
Iron Boxò episode of ñThe Big Valleyò TV 

series ---  



ñIôve killed enough corn pigs to know about 

you!ò 

 

ñTHE CONTINUING DOWNWARD TREND 
OF SILVER PRICES CONSTITUTES A 

GRAVE MENACE TO WORLD TRADE .  
Silver in world markets is at the lowest 

price in history.   No industry is suffering 
more from declining price lev els than is 

the nonferrous metal mining industry.   
We have advocated the calling of an 

international conference on silver by 
those countries which produce four fifths 

of the worldôs silver--- Peru, Bolivia, 
Mexico, Canada and the United States.ò 

--- Mining C ongress Journal, April 1930, 

page 284  

 



ñIt is a matter of grave public concern when 

the visible wealth of more than half the 
people of the world shall be reduced from a 

ten -year average of 77.99 to 34, with no 
promise that it may not drop another 50 

percent.   What greater economic disaster can 
come to a people than the destru ction of half 

its wealth?   THE PRESENT LOW PRICE OF 
SILVER AFFECTS APPROXIMATELY 60 

PERCENT OF THE WORLDôS 
POPULATION.ò 

--- Mining Congress Journal, ñSilver and 
Prosperity,ò July 1930, page 549 

 

"The silver countries or three fourths of the 2 
billion of the people that live on earth, have 

been deprived of their purchasing 

power." --- R.J. Cromie, publisher, Vancouver 
Sun, quoted in China Weekly Review, October 

18, 1930, page 236.   Mises Institute --- FYI-- -



that situation resulted in failure of our export 

industries to hundreds of millions of people, 
and massive layoffs transpired in America.   

THAT cause the Great Depression, NOT ñloose 
Federal Reserve monetary policyò as per 

Mises Instituteôs outrageously spurious smelly 
garbage claim intentionally and scurrilously 

covering up for the greedy megabankers.   
Yeah, the Mises Institute is sorry disgraceful 

controlled opposition, hiding critically vital 
facts from its trusting followers, who see 

them as Olympian g ods towering up in the 
clouds across the immense sky horizon 

wearing olive wreaths on their heads and 
being simperingly serenaded by bejeweled 

slave maidens writhing in ecstasy and being 

heralded with obsequious phosphene inducing 
benedictions by the drear ily ordinary PM sites 

and cover -up You Tube interview circuit of 
nothing but merchandisers.   And merchandise 

all you want, just donôt con listeners that ñyou 
arenôt payingò for business boosting sessions. 

"The buying power of silver countries 
lies dormant and AS A RESULT WORLD 

BUSINESS IS PARALYZED ." (ibid)  



 

 

FOR WELL UPWARD OF A CENTURY 

SILVER HAS NOT BEEN AVAILABLE AT 

PRICES AS LOW AS CURRENT ONES.ò ---

New York Times, September 21, 1930, 

page 6  

 

"THE BRITISH GOVERNMENT 

DETERMINED TO DESTROY SILVER AS 
MONEY"  

--- Nevada silver Senator Key Pittman, quoted 
in China Weekly Review, Shanghai, January 

31, 1931, page 318.  



 

ñThe natural law of supply and demand, 

reasonably constant over a period of a 

century, WAS THROWN INTO CHAOS BY 

THE SILVER DELUGE, AND FALLING 

PRICES ROBBED WITHIN A YEAR ONE 

HALF OF THE HUMAN RACE OF ONE HALF 

OF THEIR WEALTH AND THEIR 

PURCHASING POWER.ò 

--- Nevada Senator Key Pittman, China 

Weekly Review, January 31, 1931, page 318  

 



Nevada Senator Key Pittman, in the 

China Weekly Review, January 31, 1931, 

page 3 36, stated ---  

 

ñTHE BRITISH GOVERNMENT FOR INDIA 

BY ITS POLICY HAS STRUCK DOWN THE 

WEALTH OF INDIA AND DESTROYED THE 

PURCHASING POWER OF ITS SUBJECTS .  

It has not only injured its own subjects 

but it has equally and in the same 

manner destroyed the purchas ing power 

of China, South America, Mexico, and 

every silver using country in the world.   

This has disastrously reduced the export 

trade of the United States and every 

other country.   The producers of silver, 

although a small group by comparison 

with all of  the other groups affected, 

have suffered even more deeply than the 

producers of other commodities.   MINES 

THROUGHOUT THE WORLD HAVE BEEN 

COMPELLED TO CLOSE, ADDING 

HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS OF IDLE MEN 

TO THE HORDE OF UNEMPLOYED .ò 



ñLoose Federal Reserve 

polic iesò during 1920 to 1924 

my ass!  

"ENGLAND HAS CAUSED THIS HAVOC TO 
THE WORLDôS FINANCES" 

--- John Brisben Walker, founder of 

Cosmopolitan Magazine, New York Times, 
February 3, 1931, page 24.  

 

"HUGE DECREASES IN THE WORLDôS 
TRADE ARE DUE TO THE DROP IN THE 

PRICE OF  SILVER."  

--- El Economista, Mexico City, quoted in the 

New York Times, March 10, 1931, page 12.   
World trade requires employees!   THEY 



WERE LAID OFF DUE TO THE BRITISH 

EMPIRE ATTACK AGAINST SILVER 
MONEY!  

 

ñA LARGE NUMBER OF CHINESE ARE 

FORCED TO LOOT TO LIVE .ò --- Senator Key 

Pittman, China Weekly Review, April 5, 1931, 

page 164.  

According to a New York Times article, 

May 6, 1931, page 15, S.R. Bomanji, 
Indian delegate to the International 

Chamber of Commerce and 
representative in London of the Indian 

Chamber of Commerce ---  
 

ñENGLAND MOST CERTAINLY HAS 
DEFRAUDED INDIA.ò 



 

"BRITISH MANIPULATION OF SILVER 

HAS CAUSED GREAT HARM."  

--- S.R. Bomanji, Ind ian silver leader, New 

York Times, May 7, 1931, page 19.  

 

ñTHE FACT IS THAT A FOOLISH DUMPING 

POLICY IN INDIA IS DISRUPTING THE 
MONETARY SYSTEM OF HALF THE 



PEOPLE OF THE WORLD AND ADDING TO 

THE STAGNATION OF TRADE 
EVERYWHERE.   THAT IS THE DIRECT 

CAUSE OF THE WORLD DEPRESSION.   
THIS DUMPING AND THREAT OF 

UNLIMITED DUMPING DOES NOT ONLY 
CUT IN TWO THE BUYING POWER OF 

HALF THE PEOPLE OF THE WORLD, BUT 
IT HAS DESTROYED THE CREDIT OF 

EVERY SILVER USING PEOPLE .ò 

--- Nevada Senator Key Pittman, New York 

Times, May 18, 1931, page 12  

WELL YOU WONôT LEARN THESE TRAGIC 

FACTS F ROM THE MOLDED OVER MINDS 
AT MISES INSTITUTE!   Their Rockefeller 

Foundation connection was severed?   

More like it just transitioned to being 
ñunder the table.ò  I donôt like people 

lying, omitting and misrepresenting 
history to the PM community!  

Part of th e terms of the Pittman Silver Act of 
1918, 85,730,000 Morgan silver dollars were 

minted in 1921.   Many of you hold some of 
these 1921 Silver dollars thanks to Silver 



Senator Pittman!   Senator Pittman, his 

colleagues and successors in silver (and gold -
-- the y were not gold haters --- nor am I) 

including Idaho Senator William Borah could 
not possibly have had any positive outlook on 

the Mises Institute covering up the real cause 
of the Great Depression ---  

 



 

ñCHINA IS HAVING THE HARDEST TIME 
THAT ANY COUNTRY HAS EVER 

EXPERIENCED .ò  

--- China Weekly Review, June 13, 1931, 

page 54  

According to a former ambassador to 

Germany, the British dumped 
640,000,000 silver ounces out of I ndia, 

causing an 80% drop in purchasing 
power of silver currency countries (New 

York Times, October 9, 1931, page 16).   
The exact figure will never be known and 

the 640MOZ figure could be overblown, 
but it was more than ample to achieve 

British plans to dr ive the world closer to 



full fiat.   Before the dumping out of India 

started, silver averaged 65 cents an 
ounce.   The fall in silver valuations 

caused the Great Depression.   The crash 
of the U.S. stock market in October 1929 

was just another blow on the way  down, 
caused by a sudden tightening of credit 

on the part of the British linked central 
bank.   With over half the worldôs people 

on a silver basis, their use of silver as 
money was struck at hard by the 

appalling British conspiracy abetted by 
Pilgrims Soc iety members in America.   

People in many nations were thrown out 
of work because silver using peopleôs 

ability to pay had been sabotaged.   Of 

course, this also wrecked their basis for 
use of silver as credit.   

 

 



"THE PURCHASING POWER OF OVER 

800,000,000 PEOPLE WAS SUDDENLY 
AND DRASTICALLY LOWERED BY 

GOVERNMENTAL ACTION IN REGA RD TO 
SILVER."  

--- New York Times, May 11, 1931, page 
2. It was Britainôs attack against silver 

money that caused the Great Depression! 
Yet we still see alleged experts in 

precious metals commentary carelessly 
stating that the stock market crash of 

October 1929 was the cause, when in 
fact it made the Depression worse, by 

eliminating so many peopleôs savings! 
Then they lost their jobs due to export 

industry failure!   Please do your 

historical homework before parroting 
statements propagated by fiat currency 

ac tivists insinuating into hard money 
circles flaunting ultimately valueless 

degrees! If stock price downturns cause 
depressions, why worry about the 

absence of silver from the monetary 
structure?  



 

"IT IS MONSTROUS THE WAY YOU HAVE 
DEPRESSED THE PRICE OF SILVER."  

--- Journal of Political Science, September  
1931, page 329.  

 

New York Times, December 7, 1930, section 

III, pages 1 -2---  

 

ñThe fact that the British Government for 

India had SEVERAL HUNDRED MILLION 

OUNCES THAT IT MIGHT DUMP ON THE 
MARKETS OF THE WORLD NOT ONLY 

REDUCED THE PRICE OF SILVER ONE -
HALF B UT, BY ITS THREAT TO FURTHER 

INDEFINITELY REDUCE SUCH PRICE, 



DESTROYED ITS VALUE FOR CREDIT.   The 

result was inevitable.   PANIC  EXISTS 
AMONG MORE THAN HALF THE PEOPLE 

OF THE WORLD WHOSE BUYING POWER 
IS MEASURED SOLELY IN SILVER.   It has 

cut in two the purc hasing power of China, 
Mexico, South America, Asia and several 

European countries.   It has made credit 
transactions with such silver using countries 

practically impossible.   The reaction has been 
felt throughout the world.ò 

 

The British attack against silv er as world 

money, carefully planned and diabolically 

orchestrated, with cooperation in full from 

their ñPilgrim Partnersò the American 

government and the New York bankers --- was 

95% the cause of the Great Depression ---

AND MISES INSTITUTE REFUSES TO 

ACKNOWL EDGE THIS FACT ATTESTED TO 

BY SENATORS FROM WESTERN STATES  

(and many other domestic and overseas 

sources of those times!)   Mises Institute is 

running ñcoverò for The Pilgrims Society, 

intentionally or otherwise, more likely 



intentional!   Same goes for Gold Anti -Trust 

Inaction Committee, which has now had ten 

years to check my documentation and 

remains silent!   Chris, what do you hear from 

Pilgrims Society member Sara Champion via 

the Connecticut Historical Society?  

 

 

"The decline in silver prices has caused losses 
estimated as high as $3,000,000,000 to 

Indian  silver holders. Price declines in silver 
long preceded the general world depression." -

-- Current History, May 1932, pages 176 -177.  



 

ñTHE WORLD M ONEY SYSTEM, WHICH 
HAD BEEN FUNCTIONING FROM TIME 

IMMEMORIAL ON THE TWO CYLINDERS 
OF GOLD AND SILVER, IS NOW BEING 

ASKED TO FUNCTION ON ONE CYLINDER 
ONLY. ò --- New York Congressman Andrew 

Somers, New York Times, front page, May 15, 
1932  

 
ñTHE RESULTS OF THE SITUATION 

BROUGHT ABOUT BY THE DESTRUCTION 

OF SILVER ARE VERY ACUTE AND ARE 
RAPIDLY GROWING WORSE. ò  



--- United States House of Representatives  

Subcommittee on Coinage, New York Times, 
May 15, 1932, page 26  

 

"The evil influence of silver depreciation has 

been felt by all the countries of the world."  

--- Yue Kwei -Zun, director, Tung Yih Bank, 

Shanghai,  China Weekly Review, June 11, 
1932, page 49.  



 

The New York Times, June 27, 1932, page 25, 
ñCheap Silver Adds to Depressionò ---  

 
ñColonel Harden and Mr. Thomas agreed that 

the effects on American growers were tragic.   
ñIn one day recently,ò said Mr. Thomas, 

ñ30,000 COTTON FARMS IN MISSISSIPPI 
WERE SOLD UNDER THE HAMMER. ò 

Millions of previously self -supporting 
Americans were forced out into the s treets, 

into tent cities and camping out in woodlands, 
and into rickety shacks unreliable for 

shielding from storms --- Thomas Gassner 
Chamberlain, a member of The Pilgrims and 

the Bankers Club NYC and a director of the 
League of Nations Association, was all  over 



the South in cotton marketing associations 

and producers groups and with other Pilgrims 
Society members, gutted the small fry like so 

many squirming catfish ---  

 

 

"NONE KNEW BETTER THAN 

ENGLISHMEN THAT SILVER AS THE 
PEOPLEôS MONEY WAS BEING RUINED" 

--- letter to New York Times, September 14, 

1932, page 20.  


